Undetected

When asked what he does for a livingÂ .Â .Â .Commander Mark Bishop is deliberately
low-key: Im in the Navy. But commanding the ballistic missile submarine USS Nevada,
keeping her crew trained and alert during ninety-day submerged patrols, and being prepared to
launch weapons on valid presidential orders, carries a burden of command like few other jobs
in the military. Mark Bishop is a man who accepts that responsibility, and handles it well. And
at a time when tensions are escalating around the Pacific Rim, the Navy is glad to have
him.Mark wants someone to come home to after sea patrols. The woman he has in mind is
young, with a lovely smile, and very smart. Shes a civilian, yet she understands the U.S. Navy
culture. And he has a strong sense that life with her would never be boring. But she may be too
deep in her work to see the potential in a relationship with him.Gina Gray would love to be
married. She has always envisioned her life that way. A breakup she didnt see coming, though,
has her focusing all her attention on what she does best--ocean science research. Shes on the
cusp of a major breakthrough, and she needs Mark Bishops perspective and help. Because
what she told the Navy shes figured out is only the beginning. If shes right, submarine warfare
is about to enter a new and dangerous chapter.
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Undetected definition, to discover or catch (a person) in the performance of some act: to detect
someone cheating. See more. Thesaurus. adjective /??nd??tekt?d/ not noticed or seen. go
undetected (=continue to happen in a way that is not noticed): His wrongdoing went
undetected for many years.
If you are undetected or if you do something undetected, people do not find out where you are
or what you are doing. the spy ring had a fifth member as yet still undetected. They managed
to get away from the coast undetected. an undetected cancer.
â€œthey feared some undetected trace of poisonâ€•. â€œshe looked around to be sure her faux
pas was undetectedâ€•. Synonyms: undiscovered. not discovered. Examples of how to use
â€œundetectedâ€• in a sentence from the Cambridge Dictionary Labs.
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